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SUMMARY

ANALYSIS

Six of the top ten 
occupations from Q2 
remained in the top ten for 
Q3 2015. Truck drivers 
maintained the top spot 
despite postings falling from 
122 in Q2 to 100 in Q3 2015. 
New to the top ten were 
industrial engineers, 
janitors, secretaries, and 
sales representatives while 
registered nurses, software 
developers, mechanical 
engineers and health 
technologists fell out. 
Monroe County was the 
only county in the region to 
not have registered nurses 
or software developers in its 
top jobs list. 

TOP JOBS Q3 2015
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MONROE Q3 2015 DEMAND OVERVIEW 
Total online job postings in Monroe County increased from 1,688 in Q2 to 1,792 in Q3 2015 (+6.1%). With 

exception to a jump in postings during Q4 2014, online ads in Monroe County have grown at an average of 

six percent per quarter since Q4 2013. Combined, the six occupation clusters analyzed by WIN accounted 

for 52.6% of the nearly 1,800 online postings in Monroe County. Six of the top ten occupations from Q2 

remained in the top ten for Q3 2015. Truck drivers maintained the top spot despite postings falling from 

122 in Q2 to 100 in Q3 2015. The 21% jump in Retail & Hospitality postings heavily contributed to online ad 

growth in the county; this cluster accounted for 70% of total growth during Q3. Monroe County was the 

only county in the region to not have registered nurses or software developers in its top jobs list.

While employer demand increased, both the labor force and employment decreased during Q3 2015 in 

Monroe County. The labor force fell by 833 individuals to 75,849 (-1.1%) while employment declined by 844 

workers to 72,282 (-1.2%). Despite the decreases, both the labor force and employment 2015 to-date 

averages remain above past annual averages. Since employment fell more than the labor force, 

unemployment did increase by one-tenth of a percent to 4.7%. This remains well below the state average of 

5.4%.
*This report includes top jobs and postings over time highlights for clusters that have made major shifts or

movements in the past quarter. The data is updated each quarter based on the clusters with the most noteworthy
changes. For complete top jobs lists, educational attainment, and wage information, please see the regional
reports or contact WIN's Research Director Colby Cesaro at colby.cesaro@win-semich.org.



HIGHLIGHTS

ANALYSIS

ANALYSIS

Q3 2015 marked the 
second consecutive 
quarter of growth in 
postings for the Health 
Care cluster in Monroe 
County. Online ads 
increased from 176 in Q2 
to 195 in Q3 (+10.8%). Q3 
2015 also represented a 
historic high in postings 
for this cluster; Q3 2013 
held the previous record 
with 181 ads. This record 
quarter occurred despite 
the most in-demand 
occupation, registered 
nurses, experiencing a 
drop in postings.

HEALTH CARE POSTINGS OVER TIME

ANALYSIS

Following three 
consecutive quarters of 
growth, postings for IT 
occupations decreased in 
Q3 2015. Online ads 
dropped from a historic 
high of 119 in Q2 to 90 in 
Q3 (-24.4%). Nonetheless, 
postings for IT remain 
high relative to historical 
averages; the 90 ads in 
Q3 were tied for the 
second highest ever in 
the county, matching the 
number posted in Q1 
2015. 

IT POSTINGS OVER TIME
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LABOR MARKET OVERVIEW

ANALYSIS

ANALYSIS

ANALYSIS
Both the labor force and 
employment decreased during 
Q3 2015 in Monroe County. The 
labor force fell by 833 
individuals to 75,849 (-1.1%) 
while employment declined by 
844 workers to 72,282 (-1.2%). 
Despite the decreases, both the 
labor force and employment 
2015 to-date averages remain 
above past annual averages. 
Since employment fell more 
than the labor force, 
unemployment increased by 
one-tenth of a percent to 4.7%. 
This remains well below the 
state average of 5.4%.

Employment typically peaks in 
November so expect numbers 
to remain above 72,000, 
possibly reaching 73,000 in Q4. 
Employment has not been this 
high in Monroe County since 
Q2 2007.  

EMPLOYMENT & LABOR FORCE

ANALYSIS
Total online job postings 
in Monroe County 
increased from 1,688 in 
Q2 to 1,792 in Q3 2015 
(+6.1%). With exception 
to a jump in postings 
during Q4 2014, online 
ads in Monroe County 
have grown at an 
average of six percent 
per quarter since Q4 
2013. A continued 
increase in employer 
demand through online 
postings should 
translate to continued 
increases in 
employment in Monroe 
County. 

TOTAL POSTINGS OVER TIME
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POSTING TRENDS BY CLUSTER

ANALYSIS
Online postings increased for three of the six occupation clusters analyzed by WIN in Monroe 
County during Q3 2015. The 21% jump in Retail & Hospitality postings heavily contributed to 
online ad growth in the county; this cluster accounted for 70% of total growth during Q3. The 
Skilled Trades and Health Care clusters also contributed posting growth. Consequently, 100% 
of the posting growth in Monroe County during Q3 2015 can be attributed to WIN analyzed 
occupations. 

Combined, the six occupation clusters analyzed by WIN accounted for 52.6% of the nearly 
1,800 online postings in Monroe County.
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TOP JOBS BY CLUSTER

ANALYSIS

ANALYSIS

ANALYSIS
Despite postings more than 
halving between Q2 and Q3 
for software developers, this 
occupation maintained the 
top spot in the IT cluster. 
Such a drastic cut in 
postings could indicate 
employers successfully 
found talent for some open 
positions. Maintaining the 
top spot, however, indicates 
that software developers 
remain a difficult position to 
fill in Monroe County.

IT TOP JOBS

ANALYSIS
Seven of the top ten Skilled 
Trades occupations from 
Q2 remained in the Q3 top 
ten. New to the top ten 
were manufacturing 
engineering technologists, 
coating/spraying machine 
setters, and packaging 
tenders. Meanwhile, CC 
machine operators, 
electronics engineering 
technicians and nuclear 
power operators fell out of 
the top ten. Supervisors of 
production workers and 
production workers 
remained the most in-
demand occupations.

SKILLED TRADE & TECHNICIAN TOP JOBS
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ANALYSIS
Similar to software 
developers, registered 
nurses maintained the top 
spot in its respective cluster 
despite a drastic drop in 
postings. Online ads for RNs 
decreased from 59 in Q2 to 
25 in Q3 (-57.6%). 
Nonetheless, RNs remained 
the most in-demand Health 
Care occupation, four 
postings above the next top 
job (nursing assistants). 
Postings for speech-
language pathologists 
increased considerably, 
from 9 in Q2 to 16 in Q3 
(+44%). 

HEALTH CARE TOP JOBS

ANALYSIS
Increased demand for retail 
salespersons played a major 
role in the jump in postings 
not only for the Retail & 
Hospitality cluster but also 
for total postings in Monroe 
County during Q3 2015. 
Online ads for retail 
salespersons increased 
from 45 in Q2 to 84 in Q3 
(+87%). The second most in-
demand occupation, 
supervisors of retail sales 
workers, offered indication 
that advancement exists for 
experienced retail 
salespersons in Monroe 
County. 

RETAIL & HOSPITALITY TOP JOBS

TOP JOBS BY CLUSTER
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FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT RESEARCH AND DATA, 
VISIT OUR WEBSITE:

WWW.WIN-SEMICH.ORG/DATA-RESEARCH




